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Defintions
CHARTCounts are for each specific step in the process.The percentage refers to those counted in that step divided by those in the previous step.All counts represent bookings and not inmates.Contract and federal inmate beds are not included.

‘ADP’	takes a daily count of inmates at midnight for each day between the specified dates and takes the average count of inmates between the two dates.
‘LOS’	(Length of Stay) counts bookings that had a release date between the specified dates and determines how many days they spent in custody. The average is then taken.
‘Rearrest’	counts inmates released during the specified dates and checks for a booking following the release date. It pulls in the first new booking date and uses that date and the previous release date to get the ‘Days to 
Rearrest.’	The percentage compares those released without a subsequent booking to those released with a subsequent booking.
‘Bookings’	are a count of any bookings occurring between the specified dates.
‘Screened’	counts bookings with a BJMHS attached to the booking. If they don’t have a BJMHS attached to that booking they are counted as ‘Not Screened.’

‘Referred’	counts those that were screened and if the results of the screening suggested an additional assessment. If the screening did not suggest an additional assessment, the booking is counted as ‘Not Referred.’Those referred that had a subsequent diagnosis, a sick call for the MFT or marked as seen on the additional medical assessment are counted as ‘Seen’.	If they do have any of those they are counted as ‘Not Seen’	if they are still in custody and ‘Released’	if they are no longer in custody.For those that were Seen, their diagnosis is pulled from the inmate log. If they have ‘MI’	and ‘SMI’,	they are counted as SMI. If they have neither, they are counted as ‘No Diagnosis’.
Therapist VisitationsLooks at bookings between specified dates and uses the inmates most severe diagnosis to group them. Counts how many ‘Visits’	across bookings, how many total ‘Hours’	were spent in each visitation, and how many unique 

‘Inmates’	seen. 
‘Appointments’	counts how many appointments there were by provider and duration for bookings occurring between the specified dates.Totals will not match sub counts (e.g. inmates with more than one diagnosis, 45 minutes rounding to an hour, etc.).  

Additional BookingsUses the date an inmate was first screened using the BJMHS. If the screening resulted in a diagnosis, they are counted under that diagnosis. If there was no resulting diagnosis, they are counted as screened. Bookings prior to that booked are counted under ‘Previous Bookings’	and bookings following that booking are counted as 
‘Subsequent Bookings.’
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LENGTH OF STAY

• LOS is calculated by inmates released 
during timeframe

• Group consists of inmates with screenings 
recommending additional an assessment

• LOS significantly longer for comparison 
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CALLS FOR SERVICE

• Inmates first high screening was used as a start point

• Calls for service (CFS) 3 years prior and 3 years after were counted
• Only inmates with one or more CFS before or after were included

• The baseline group had a decrease of almost xx% when comparing previous to subsequent bookings

• The comparison group had an even larger drop of xx%
• This may be due to the issue of exposure listed on the subsequent booking slide
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SUBSEQUENT BOOKINGS

• Subsequent bookings are determined by inmates released during the timeframe with their first high 
screening or mental health diagnosis

• The comparison group has significantly less subsequent bookings compared to the baseline group
• This may be due to the baseline group having six months to be booked again while the comparison group may have 

had as little as two weeks
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